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Objective

To launch myself into the working world, all-the-while focusing in on a career that has the ability to
challenge my mind. Auto Technicians have a difficult, yet rewarding, profession that I have found 
to be something that I am passionate about. It is often said by long term employees of the 
profession that you have to love the job you work, otherwise it will never be wholly satisfying.

Skills

Typing 55 Wpm, Cash Handling, Customer Service.

Work Experience

Old Navy Sales Associate
ABC Corporation  2016 – 2020 
 Learned how to work as a team, communicate over the phone and walkie talkie, and use a 

POS systems.
 Organized the parts room, restocked oil, brake fluid, transmission oil, etc.
 Sweeped, moped, vacuumed, wiped down windows, sanitizing bathrooms, and watering 

plants were all the tasks preformed in the customer area.
 Grabbed tools, organized bigger machines into neat spaces, swept, mopped, cleaned up any 

and all spills including gasoline, operated a Zamboni, cleaned the back bathroom, restocked 
cleaning supplies, power washed under the cars, took car of minor landscaping, weed control, 
and general tasks lifting 100+ lbs.

 Helped out customers, give them the right choices they need, I get things organized.
 Had to greet customers and provide excellent customer service in order to maintain a nice 

environment.
 Maintained the cleanliness and organization of the store.

Old Navy Sales Associate
Delta Corporation  2012 – 2015 
 Work with customers and also work early mornings with truck.
 Fitting room customer service shipment clean rearrange clothes and other Skills Used great 

customer service and creative ideas.
 Worked register and various positions on the Recieved Silver Award after having completed 

numerous floor assisting customers.
 Helped with inventory, returns, service projects that benefitted local and national checking 

out, and organizing stock.
 Clean store, stock all correct clothing, answer any inquiries customers may have, scan all 

clothing, and get correct payment from customers, answer .
 Maintaining, processing and running the fitting room We perform different duties throughout 

the day and work in various capacities.
 Greeted customers upon entrance.
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Education

High School Diploma
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